
The NRHA sponsors three premier reining sales each year, held during
the NRHA Futurity & Adequan® North America Affiliate Championship.
These sales offer an outstanding group of two-year-old reining prospects,
yearlings, stallions, broodmares, and show horses from leading breeders,
owners, and trainers. 
All sales are managed by the NRHA office with the support and direction
from the NRHA Sale Committee.
The quality and integrity of the NRHA/Markel Futurity Sales is reflected
in the graduates of the previous sales - they have won millions
in NRHA earnings since the first 2-year-olds sold in 1993.  
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Futurity
Prospect Sale
BY WENDY LIND

Ahighlight of the reining horse industry, the NRHA
Markel Futurity Prospect sale is something reiners
look forward to all year.  The 2016 sale saw 46

horses walk through the ring, with 32 of them selling for
an average of $32,985. On the Wednesday before the sale,
there was steady migration to the coliseum as potential
buyers and reining enthusiasts filled the seats to watch
consignments ridden into the arena, two at a time, as
riders showed off their horse’s ability and level of training
for three minutes minutes, while the announcer read
pedigree information for each. 

General consensus held that this year’s performance
preview was especially strong.  In fact, watching the 2 year
olds go through the maneuvers—several one-handed in the
bridle—many looked more like 3 year olds, rather than 2
year olds a full year away from their shot at the NRHA Fu-
turity. In addition to being able to watch the prospects in a
show-like atmosphere, each consigned horse had full radi-
ographs on file for potential buyers to review with their
choice of veterinarian. 
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SALE NIGHT
With the sale slated to start at 6 p.m., it was

a packed house in the sale ring area, with a
long line for the free buffet and cash bar. As
reiners settled in at one of the many tables sur-
rounding the sales ring, it was a chance to visit
with their neighbors about the last two weeks
at the show and taking guesses on which horse
would be the high seller. 

Kicking off the sale were several donated
items up for bid, including a 50th Anniversary
Silver Spurs saddle, which sold for $15,000,
as well as a Bronze Reiner created by sculptor
C. R. Morrison and a Montana Silversmiths
buckle, which brought $14,000, all to benefit
the Reining Horse Foundation, and gener-
ously donated breedings to leading sires Dun
It Gotta Gun, Gunnatrashya, Platinum
Vintage, Smart And Shiney, and Smart Spook
which raised $13,600 for the National Reining
Horse Youth Association (NRHyA).

Hip #2005, Smartspooktinseltown, garnered a
final bid of $80,000 from leading buyers Geir and
Jill Ramleth. Consigned by Leonardo Guimaraes,
the palomino colt had been in training with
NRHA Professional Gabriel Diano and was a
standout in the performance preview. Sired by
Hollywoodstinseltown -earner of $185,886 and
sire of offspring nearing the $1,000,000 mark -
Smartspooktinseltown’s dam is Snap Crackle
Spook, sired by NRHA Hall of Fame inductee
and NRHA Three Million Dollar Sire Smart
Spook.

Hip #2021, Makeit In Hollywood, was the
second high-seller of the sale. The red dun
colt was purchased by successful Non Pro
rider Julie Ridgeway for $88,000. Consigned by
Prospects Unlimited, LLC, the colt had been in
NRHA Professional Jonathan Gauthier’s program
and was also sired by Hollywoodstinseltown, sire
of four offspring in the sale that sold for an
average of $60,500. The colt’s dam, SR Mischief
Maker (Holidoc x SR Oakies Lena) is the pro-
ducer of 15 foals, several being outstanding
performers and producers. These include Make
It With A Twist, earner of $110,338 and pro-
ducer of high-earning offspring, including Gotta
Twist It Up, who was ridden by breeder and

The Reining Horse Foundation, the 501(c)3 non-
profit that cares for the reining community and
honors the sport's legacy, auctioned two lots in
conjunction with the NRHA Markel Insurance
Futurity Prospect Sale. Up for bid was a Silver
Spurs Pinnacle Series Reining Saddle, the brand
endorsed by top Reining professionals like Andrea
Fappani, Casey Deary and Jordan Larson, and
donated by Michael Miola, Silver Spurs Equine,
and Andreas Maschke. Silver Spurs Saddles makes
the official saddle of NRHA and the high bid of
$15,000 for the commemorative saddle came
from Tim and Kim Anderson.

The second lot consisted of a specially commis-
sioned one-of-a-kind buckle by Montana Silver-
smiths, the official silversmith of NRHA, paired
with a bronze reiner created by sculptor C.R.
Morrison especially for NRHA's golden anniversary.
Morrison is a renowned artist who also rides and
appreciates reining horses. The plate inscription
denotes NRHA's 50-year milestone. Mike and
Bryan Hancock were the high bidders, purchasing
the special trophy and buckle for $14,000.

The RHF Auction
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owner Sandra Bentien just a few hours earlier in the Cinch
NRHA Non Pro Futurity finals, winning over $62,000 when
the duo won the Level 3 and Level 2 Non Pro championships
and placed fourth in the Level 4 Non Pro. 

After the sale, buyer Julie Ridgeway said she had been
eyeing Makeit In Hollywood prior to the
sale.  “I liked his looks a lot and his maneu-
vers in the video. We also had an opportu-
nity to try him prior to the sale, which was
very helpful.  Eventually, he will be a non
pro horse for myself, but I think it will give
the best opportunity to be successful if I
stay off of him his 3-year-old year!” Julie
laughed, adding that the colt was headed
home with NRHA Million Dollar Rider
Brian Bell. “We’ve watched him work here
and I love this horse’s personality; I visit
him a lot in the stall. Like a lot of non pro
buyers, I like to feel a connection with my
horses, and he’s really easygoing and love-
able.”

Two horses later, Shine Dot Shine, walked into the ring,
and ultimately became the high-seller of the night. Another
consignment by Prospects Unlimited, LLC, the double-

registered palomino colt was purchased by Washington
non pro reiners David and Terry Stroud for $100,000.  Sired
by Shine Chic Shine, the colt’s dam, Sugar Dot Gun is by
NRHA Four Million Dollar Sire Custom Crome and out of
Sugar Pop Gun 1998, earner of $32,318 and producer of
$355,890.

Jonathan Gauthier, a partner in Prospects Unlimited, had
the colt in his training program the last year. After watching

other offspring of Shine Chic Shine—a stal-
lion owned by Amabile & Strusiner and the
sire of the 2015 Prospect Sale High Seller,
PS Mega Shine Chic, shown by Dany Trem-
blay to 15th in the L4 Open finals and 10th
in the L3 Open divisions of the 2016 NRHA
Futurity—Jonathan asked his wife Janina
to find a colt sired by Shine Chic Shine.
After Janina put a search out on Facebook,
Shine Dot Shine was purchased midway
through his yearling year.

“A friend of mine, Colin Fitzpatrick,
started this colt, and then my co-trainer,
Jeff Buckley, started riding him and they
really clicked, so I just left them alone for

the first part of the year and  I started focusing on him the
last half,” Jonathan said. “We just put a lot of miles on him
and didn’t do many maneuvers until the end of the year
because he would try so hard and we didn’t want him to hurt

High-seller Shine Dot Shine, consigned by Prospects Unlimited,
LLC, was purchased by David and Terry Stroud for $100,000.

NRHA Hall of Famer and
Past President Frank Costantini
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Partners in Prospect Unlimited, LLC for the
last four years, investor Ronald Langlois
and trainer Jonathan Gauthier, have a goal
of offering attractive, well broke, and well-
bred prospects for all levels of competition
and price points. 

“We find and train prospects, and then
put a strong base on them to the best of
our ability while keeping them sound.  To
me, the most important phase of a reining
horse’s education is the first year,”
Jonathan said.  “Because I stay home the
better part of the year and take the time
to train them, I think that has a big impact
on developing a solid-training base that

will allow other trainers to finish and show
them.  Because ours are ridden consis-
tently, there aren’t those periods of con-
densed training where a trainer might
have to make up time they lost while they
were at shows.” 

Jonathan expressed gratitude to Jacques
Despins and his wife Janina on their con-
tribution to Prospects Unlimited. “Jacques
is our right hand man and Janina does all
the photography. They play an important
role in the evaluation of the horses we buy
because of his skills at researching and her
extreme knowledge of the industry’s
bloodlines and characteristics,” he ex-
plained. “The four of us are a team, and
we work hard to find the best prospects to

offer and always consider the importance
of promoting the owners, breeders, and
stallion owners of the horses we invest in.”

Like many trainers put to the test,
Jonathan said riding a horse in the preview
is a nerve-wracking experience. “It’s more
nerve-racking that showing in the futurity
go-rounds,” he laughed. “I want to go
there and show my horses the best I can,
but I insist on reminding myself, buyers,
and other trainers that these are just 2 year
olds. I try to keep it simple, especially with
the short time allowed, so I don’t overdo
how much I ask of the colts. I want to
make it a good experience because hope-
fully they will be back in that arena a year
from now showing at the Futurity.” 

himself. Once a week or so, though, we would just tickle
ourselves and run him down the pen at third or fourth gear
and stop him a plus one. He never let us down.”

Jonathan said Prospects Unlimited turned down several
offers on the colt prior to the Prospect Sale. “We wanted to
bring our best three colts here to the Prospect Sale, all of
which I am very proud of. We very much believe in this sale
as being a good place for people to find very well broke and
very well-bred reining prospects.” 

Washington NRHA Professional Darren Stancik was agent
for buyers David and Terry Stroud, who have been riding
with him the last year and a half. In the days leading up to
the sale, Darren had tried out several of the prospects in the
sale, but actually didn’t ride Shine Dot Shine, thinking the
colt would be above their set budget. 

“I just loved that colt, and watched Jonathan ride him
during the nights leading up to the sale.  What I thought
was most impressive was how physical this horse was in all
the maneuvers. Just extremely athletic,” Stancik said. “I also
really liked the fact that in watching Jonathan ride him in
the preview, nothing was forced; it all just looked really
natural for the colt.” 

Plans call for Darren to show Shine Dot Shine in the 2017
futurities, and Terry will be fulfilling a line on her bucket
list, as they purchased another 2 year old from Prospects
Unlimited for her to show in the futurities next year. Stancik
noted how appreciative he was to have the Strouds as clients
and their support of the reining industry as a whole.  

“David and Terry are just wonderful people; they support

so many shows in terms of sponsorships . . . basically every
show we go to,” Darren said. “They have such a passion for
the reining industry.”

There were 13 fillies consigned to the sale, with Gunners
Bar Fly being the high-seller at $78,000. Consigned by agent
Eduardo Salgado for owner Ronaldo Diniz, the sorrel filly
was purchased by NRHA Million Dollar Owner Rosanne
Sternberg. Eduardo had trained the filly, and during the
preview, as the trainer put her through the maneuvers
full bore, it was obvious she had the talent to compete
with the best of the colts. Sired by NRHA Hall of Fame
inductee and Eight Million Dollar Sire Gunner, Gunners
Bar Fly’s dam, Blonde At The Bar (Hollywood Jac 86 x
Billie Bar Flash) has produced 20 money earning offspring
with LTE of over $159,000. �

Shine Dot Shine walking in the sale ring.

Prospects Unlimited, LLC
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